We write $a//b$ in $P$ for $a$ and
, are non-comparable in $P$ .
Definition 2. Let $P$ be a partial order defined on an abelian semigroup $S$ . We consider the following conditions for the partial order $P$ :
Let $x$ and $y$ be any two elements non-comparable in $P$ . Then there exists an extension of $P$ in which $x>y$ . First we note that $n$ is never zero, for otherwise we should have
, whence by the normality we have $y\geqq x$ in $P$ against the hypothesis.
(i) We being with verifying $th_{\backslash }ata>b$ and $b>a$ in $Q$ are contradictory. Suppose that $a>b$ and $b>a$ in $Q$ , namely $a^{n}y^{m}\geqq b^{n}x^{m}$ and $b^{i}y^{j}$ $\geqq a^{i}x^{j}$ in $P$ for some non-negative integers $n,$ $m,$ $i,$ $j$ . By multiplying $i$ times the first, $n$ times the second inequality, we obtain $(ab)^{ni}y^{mi+nj}$ $\geqq(ab)^{ni}x^{mi+nj}$ in $P$ , which contradicts the condition (K). If $m=j=0_{j}$ then we have $a>b$ and $b>a$ in $P$ , which is impossible.
(ii) We show the transitivity of $Q$ . Assume that $a>b$ and $b>c$ in $Q$ , i.e., for some non-negative integers $n,$ $m,$ $i,$ $j,$ $a^{n}y^{m}\geqq b^{n}x^{m}$ and $b^{i}y^{j}\geqq c^{i}x^{j}$ in $P$ . By multiplying as in (i) we get $a^{ni}y^{mi+nj}\geqq c^{ni}x^{mi+nj}$ in $P$ . Here $ni$ is not zero, and $a=c$ is impossible by the condition (K), so that $a>c$ in $Q$ . If $m=j=0$, then we have $a>b,$ $b>c$ in $P$ , and hence $a>c$ in $P(Q)$ .
(iii) We prove next the homogeneity of $Q$ . Suppose that $a>b$ in $Q$ . If $ac\neq bc$ , from $(ac)^{n}y^{m}\geqq(bc)^{n}x^{m}$ in $P$ we have $ac>bc$ in $Q$ . Therefore
We may prove the normality of $Q$ . Indeed, supposing $a^{n}>b^{n}$ in $Q$ fer some positive integer $n$ , i.e., $(a^{n})^{i}y^{j}\geqq(b^{n})^{i}x^{j}$ in $P$ , we see at once Theorem 4. Let $P$ be a partial order defined on an abelian semigroup $S$ which satisfies the condition (G) and let $a//b,$ $u//v$ in P. If $au\neq bv$ and $av=bu$, then $au//bv$ in $P$ .
Proof. Suppose that $au$ and $bv$ are comparable in $P$ , say that $au>bv$ in $P$ . There exists an extension $Q$ of $P$ such that $v>u$ in $Q$ . Then we have $bv\geqq bu=av\geqq au$ in $Q$ , that is, we have $bv\geqq au$ in $Q$ . This contradicts the assumption.
Theorem 5. Let $P$ be a partial order defined on an abelian semigroup $S$ which satisfies the condition (G) and let $a//b,$ $u//v$ in P. If $au\neq bv$ and $av\neq bu$ , then $au//bv$ or $av//bu$ in $P$ .
Proof. Suppose that $au$ and $bv$ are comparable in $P$ , say that $au>bv$ in $P$ . If $bu>av$ in $P$ , then we consider an extension $Q$ of $P$ such that
this is absurd. If $av>bu$ in $P$ , then we consider an extension $Q$ of $P$ such that $b>a$ in $Q$ . Then we have $bv\geqq av>bu\geqq au$ in $Q$ , that is, $bv>au$ in $Q$ , which leads the contradiction also. Therefore, $bu//av$ in $P$ .
Theorem 6. Let $P$ be a normal partial order defined on an abelian semigroup $S$ which satisfies the condition (K). If $a>b$ and $x//y$ in $P$ , then $a^{n}y^{m}>b^{n}x^{m}$ or $a^{n}y^{m}//b^{n}x^{m}$ in $P$ ( $a^{n}x^{m}>b^{n}y^{m}$ or $a^{n}x^{m}//b^{n}y^{m}$ in $P$ ) for any integers $m(\geqq 0)$ and $n(>0)$ .
Proof. 
Theorem 7. Let $P$ be a normal partial order defined on an abelian semigroup $S$ which satisfies the conditions (K) and (L) Proof. (1) implies (2): If $a>b$ in $P$ , then we can write
(2) implies (1) (K) and (L) and $x$ and $y$ be any two elements non-comparable in P. Then by the condition (L) of $P$ . Therefore, we have $a>b$ in $Q$ . Thus $Q$ satisfies the conditions (H) and (E) , that is, the condition (K).
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